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exterior tiles catalog

ABOUT US
Every tile tells a story. With Al Maha digiplus exterior tiles, add vogue and personality to the most
sociable place of your home. Yes, we are talking about outdoors where you can have your early
morning or evening tea or welcome your guest and just flaunt. Outdoor is the place where you
create memories - it is the place where your toddler play, where your dad goes around the world
through newspaper. Add a refreshing and sleek look to your exterior floors by choosing any of
the amazing collection They are available in world-class patterns ingrained in every single tile to
make every corner of your outdoor speak.
“Every tile is a masterpiece” when we talk about the Al Maha Exterior tiles range which is crafted
in exquisite designs and quality par superiority.
Exterior tiles gives you freedom to unleash your imagination by creating new possibilities. They
are aesthetically appealing in both quality and designs to enrich your outdoors giving it an
amazing look.
Outdoors are artistic creations that must not be confined within four walls of the house. Infuse
beauty and design to recreate your outdoor into something more enchanting and astonishing.
With Exterior tiles, it will 'always' be - Good to be home.
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HIGH THICKNESS

EXTERIOR
TILES
30x30x12mm

Brown

Grey

Sandune

PEGASO
Pegaso wall and floor tiles can create a
traditional finish to your outdoors. It
lends a hint of an urban lifestyle giving
sophisticated and soothing patterns.
Why not make the outdoors beautiful
with these tiles after all, the first
impression is the last! With Pegaso
exterior tiles, we say- “please judge the
book with the cover”.
Choose earthy, wooden, stone looking
finish with Pegaso brown tiles or give a
touch of timeless yet practical aura to
your outdoors. You can also choose the
color of simplicity, friendliness, and
wholesomeness with our Sandune
shade.
They are an anti-slip, wear-resistant, and
beautiful in design.

30x30x12mm MATT
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BROWN

GREY

BEIGE

PREMIER
Premier tiles are designed for
restoring heritage with the motif.
Available in 3D design and
adhesive structure, this variety is
ideal for outdoors. They are
extremely in demand for outdoor
flooring. Premier tiles are available
with a hard protective top layer
that makes the tiles watertight and
skid free. For adding neutral,
tranquil and relaxing mood for your
outdoor, choose the premier Beige
Color tiles. With premier Brown
color tiles, you can add a feeling of
resilience, dependability and safety
to your outdoors and when you
want to add timeless elegance to
your outdoors, we would suggest
grey.

30x30x12mm MATT
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THICK EXTERIOR TILES

Beige

Coffee Brown

Grey

COBBLE

There is nothing more sophisticated
and luxurious than natural stone
flooring with cobblestones. This is the
best way to add a unique and
traditional aesthetic look to your
home. An open terrace is the perfect
place to relax after a long day at work,
or throw a party, or just enjoy a
Sunday brunch with family.
Cobblestone tiles are the ditch to the
monotonous and boring stuff to the
floors. Cobblestone tiles are available
in many shapes and sizes that you
can create a truly unique pattern that
no one else will be able to replicate. If
you are a nature lover, then this will
be a perfect choice as it is gratifying
and can bring natural aesthetic
impact bringing one close to nature.

Brown

We believe that mother nature has
the best box of crayons, so paint yours
outdoors with the best colors and
shades available with Cobblestones
collections.

30x30x12mm MATT
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THICK EXTERIOR TILES

Brown

Coffee Brown

Sandune

EARTHA

Begin your day with positive energy and
sparkling thoughts. There is no place better
than a terrace garden with classic flooring
that can add the charm of nature into your
life. The Eartha collection has it all- the
elegance, beauty and finish. Gravel is an
earthy option for flooring for your terrace if
you desire something rustic. It can be the
absolute choice for setting a mini garden on
your terrace.
Perfect strength and timeless authenticity
are the Eartha Collection for us.

30x30x12mm MATT
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THICK EXTERIOR TILES

Coffee Brown Light

Grey Dark

Grey Light

Coffee Brown Dark

Brown

Blue

INTEGRATE
We say, 'an artistic garden is a walk of the heart'.
How about having a mini terrace garden where
you can relish the fresh morning tea, twilight walk,
or dine under the stars with earthen flooring
beneath you? Integrate collection is a
comprehensive blend of nature that can make your
home more beautiful.
Integrate can be used to fuse rustic and
contemporary themes for your terrace. Calming
grey or vigorous brown contrasting with delightful
white are the perfect options to pick. You can also
find Mediterranean style Integrate tiles in many
other color options too.

30x30x12mm MATT
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THICK EXTERIOR TILES

Brown

Sandune

Grey

PEBBLES

Relish little things when it comes to pebbles at
your home flooring. One of the most obvious,
yet expensive spaces to design or renovate is
your terrace. Adding mini terrace, garden toys,
and plants can add miracles to this space. To
make a delightful terrace garden, arrange
everything neatly and never skip to choose the
best flooring option. The Pebbles range is
natural, enduring and long-lasting and is an
incredible choice alltogether.
Artificial grass with pebble flooring is big 'yes'
to choose for your dream home.

30x30x12mm MATT
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THICK EXTERIOR TILES

Sandune

Coffee Brown

Brown

POLARIS

Polaris range is a collection that expresses
the inspirational elegance of stone and a
timeless glimpse that will last forever. We
desire you must feel 'good to be home' with
Polaris flooring. We illustrate beauty,
sophistication and persistence in exterior
flooring tiles in many shades and designs.
Your flooring will speculate your style. So
choose for the Polaris as it is ideal for any
art enthusiast or the one who love
simplicity. For an ultimate pattern clash, a
floor with natural classic striped tiles from
the Polaris is best to buy.

Grey

30x30x12mm MATT
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HIGH THICKNESS

EXTERIOR
TILES

50x50x14mm

EXTERIOR TILES

ATOM

Create an ambiance of luxury with the outdoor decor that never neglects floors behind. With
Atom tile collection, refurbish your home with lavish looks and vogue. Available in sandstone,
slate-stone and limestone, these Atom tiles are perfect fit for every outdoor setting without any
doubt. Atom exterior tile is a great way to convert your boring outdoor into the striking zone
that you always yearned for. It has long-lasting endurance needed to hold up to weather and
moisture and it very easy to clean. To add the grace and elegance to the outdoors, terrace and
pool area this atom tile compliment your dream home completely.
Brown

Grey Light

Blue

Sandune

Grey Dark

C Brown

50x50x14mm MATT
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EXTERIOR TILES

CORNICHE

Installing exterior tiles have become a hot trend yet cost-effective access to add
miracles to your outdoor floors, exterior walls and pool areas. We believe that
outdoor decor is simple as- 'when decorating outside, there is NO box required'.
With Cornice exterior tiles, we mix natural stone textures that have unique
appearances and special tactile elements for exterior surface and flooring.
You can add a picturesque charm or a sleek, modern look with 5 shades
available- Corniche is a comprehensive solution for your home.
BLUE

SANDUNE

GREY

BROWN

50x50x14mm MATT
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EXTERIOR TILES

DELPHI

Do you yearn to create your private mini garden and have gorgeous floral patterns on the
floor? Glossy floral tiles that are thick, weather resistance, and long-lasting is hard to find?
Delphi tile series is one for your outdoors. With astonishing designs and durability, these tiles
are skid free too. Nonslip tiles provide both style and safety for your outdoor, terrace areas
and pool surface.
It is a chic and contemporary way to make your outdoor area stand out from the crowd.
Brown

Blue

Cream

C Brown

50x50x14mm MATT
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'Make time for the royal looking outdoors' when ferric tiles are available with such amazing
EXTERIOR
DIGIPLUSTILES
EXTERIOR TILES

FERRIC
ATOM

patterns and shades. Blowing a lot of money on the interiors neglecting outdoors aside is not
a great idea. Mix and match tiles patterns to customize your perfect outdoor settings as every
home narrate a story. To create a perfect story, the twinkle magic of Ferric tiles to your outdoor
decor that is low maintenance, economical and stain resistant.
Available in three color options, you can make your outdoor aesthetic without sparing
toughness or authenticity behind.
Beige

Grey

Brown

50x50x14mm MATT
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EXTERIOR TILES

KADAPA

Nature is not a place to visit, it is a ' home'. With Kadapa tiles, we bring nature to home
so that you can endure the beauty of nature from sunrise, sunsets, to rain- anytime and
with anyone. Kadapa tiles are lustrous, smooth and available with pastel colors that are
best to give your outdoors a blend of nature.
With Kadapa tiles add dazzling intricate elements to outdoor areas like terrace, patios
and garden areas.
BEIGE

COFFE BROWN

LIGHT GREEN

DARK GREEN

LIGHT GREY

50x50x14mm MATT
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EXTERIOR TILES

LITHOPS

What a glorious greeting the sun gives the mountain, now it will reach your outdoors
as well with Lithops tiles. Created with a flawless beauty, shimmer and finish, Lithops
are available with five shades to choose from. Dirt resistance, waterproof and skid free
makes this range the best from the rest. So, bring your creative ideas to live,
transforming yours outdoors into a magnificent piece of art with Lithops tiles.

C Brown

Grey

Sandune

Brown

50x50x14mm MATT
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EXTERIOR TILES

NATURA

Allow nature's tranquillity to flow into your home with Natura flooring tiles. While
renovating the outdoors, mini garden area outside or exterior walls- Natura tiles can add
magic to the outdoor decor. Available in three elegant shades, you can transform your old
looking boring outdoor area into 'heaven' looking down on you.
Because watching a sunset and walking barefoot on the Natura tiles is what we want you
to do to revive your senses with us.
GREY

BEIGE

BROWN

50x50x14mm MATT
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With Norge tiles,Let
select
yourbeauty
home define
with a quality
your standards
that canwith
contribute
our minimalist
authenticity
yet classy
to your
designer
EXTERIOR
DIGIPLUSTILES
EXTERIOR TILES

NORGE
ATOM

outdoors. Available
tiles in
from
twothe
color
heart
shades
of Spain.
of brown
CEMENTA
and grey
tilesgives
make
your
theoutdoor
perfect backdrop
setting a touch
with
of coolness, neutrality
just the
and
right
friendly
amount
lifestyle.
of depth
With
for
peaceful
all of your
colors,
contemporary
we want you
projects.
to enjoy
They
and
endeavor for an make
extravagant
your spaces
and spectacular
excellently terrace
trendy with
and outdoors.
a hint of tradition for the perfect
balance of Sober and Rich.
With Norge tiles, style your outdoor magnificently. Give a present to your home this time
with eternal Norge tiles with endless elegance.

BROWN

GREY

50x50x14mm MATT
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EXTERIOR TILES

NUCLEUS

What a glorious greeting the sun gives the mountain, now it will reach your outdoors as
well with Nucleus tiles. Created with a flawless beauty, shimmer and finish, Nucleus are
available with five shades to choose from. Dirt resistance, waterproof and skid free
makes this range the best from the rest. So, bring your creative ideas to live,
transforming yours outdoors into a magnificent piece of art with Nucleus tiles.

Sandune

Grey

Brown

Blue

50x50x14mm MATT
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Allow nature's tranquillity to flow into your home with Rudra flooring tiles. While

DIGIPLUSTILES
EXTERIOR TILESrenovating the outdoors, mini garden area outside or exterior walls- Rudra tiles can add
EXTERIOR

RUDRA
ATOM

magic to the outdoor decor. Available in three elegant shades, you can transform your
old looking boring outdoor area into 'heaven' looking down on you.
Because watching a sunset and walking barefoot on the Rudra tiles is what we want
you to do to revive your senses with us.
Cotto

BEIGE

GREY

50x50x14mm MATT
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EXTERIOR TILES

ZIRCON

Cozy up your home with dazzling zircon tile collections. By adding textures like beige, brown
or grey, is a sure-fire way of creating a sense of coziness. These Zircon tiles are available in
natural stone looking finish. Strong, gravel surface absorbs light and plan a wonderful
ambiance. Transform your outdoors with Zircon tiles and chimney, hearth or mini garden to
make your tiresome looking terrace or outdoors more appealing.
We say- Our home is our castle, and we fancy everything to be royal. If you embrace royalty,
then this range of Zircon tiles matches to your personal aesthetic.
GREY

BROWN

COTTO

BEIGE

GREEN

50x50x14mm MATT
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HEXAGON
EXTERIOR
TILES
173.2 MM EACH SIDE

HEXAGON EXTERIOR TILES

PATIO

Fabric looking outdoor tiles is the best to install when it comes to uniqueness. From entertaining to relaxing to
sunbathing, the exterior of the home can have n number of advantages. The exterior of the home always reflects the
beauty inside and helps in building impression among the next-door-neighbor. Make your outdoors more appealing
with patio hexagon exterior tiles that are skid free, long lasting in quality and available in three beautiful colors.
Make your home- Own kind of beautiful with Patio tiles.

Brown

Grey

173.2mm EACH SIDE
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HEXAGON EXTERIOR TILES

STELLAR
Add a splash of refreshment to your yard with a hexagon shape Stellar tiles. The Stellar tiles are smooth, shiny and
thick in texture. Do bright skies, warm temperature and harsh sunny days luring above your head and stopping you
from launching out? No need to worry when you can create your own garden area with planters, fountains and our
lovely tile range of Stellar.
From yards and terraces to patios, you can easily decorate these areas with stellar tiles.
Stellar tiles with brown or grey shade give a crisp aesthetic finish to the modern entertainment area. This will be the
choice that won't go out of style ever.

Brown

Grey

173.2mm EACH SIDE
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HEXAGON EXTERIOR TILES

ULTIMATE
Ultimate tiles on the exterior walls of the home are best for the morning coffee or the twilight wine with your loved
ones. When you look into nature, you see the ultimate truth and the ultimate truth of nature is eternally beautiful.
Bringing the nature's beauty at the exterior is the easiest way to decorate your home making it more delightful.
The ultimate collection of tiles are smooth and available in a hexagon shape.
Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication, so do our ultimate tiles. Add the touch of sophistication to your outdoor
decor with sleek finished Ultimate tiles.

Cream

Grey

Beige

Cotto

173.2mm EACH SIDE
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HEXAGON EXTERIOR TILES

UNIQUE

How to spice up your outdoor area? Are you too struggling with this mystery? We understand that your house is more than just
four walls for you and making these four walls beautiful is very vital. We create a home by sprinkling "love" through unique tiles in
your house to make it worth living.So, the unique tiles by Al Maha are an ideal way to add enchantment to your outdoor.
So, just like a home, your outdoor space needs that extra something to fall in love with. Unique tile is a perfect blend of elegance,
beauty, and style that will add a wow factor to your outdoors.
So, stand out with our unique tiles range.

Grey

Brown

173.2mm EACH SIDE
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AL MAHA CERAMICS SAOG
PO Box 482, Postal Code 322, Falaj Al Qabail, Sohar, Sultanate of Oman
Tel : (+968) 29752323/22, Fax : (+968) 29752177
E-mail : mktg@almahaceramics.com | Website : www.almahaceramics.com
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